Proposal for Standard Approved by SRC

1. Submit Project Initiation Notice (PIN) to ANSI
2. Develop List of Reviewers

Task Group or Committee prepares first draft or makes revisions
Unit Committee Chair approves for formal ballot

Formal Ballot and Public Review (ANSI BSR-8)
Comments and Negatives to Committee for Response

Respond to Comments/Resolve Negatives

or

Technical Changes
Revisions to ANSI
Formal Ballot &
Public Review

No Technical Changes as result of Comments/Negatives
85% affirmative
Proceed to next step

Recirculate Unresolved Negatives to Committee

or

If 85% affirmative and no technical changes, inform negative voters of appeal process and proceed to SRC.

SRC Reviews Technical Appeals, Unresolved Negatives

SRC Recommends in Favor of BOG Approval

or

SRC Recommends Against BOG Approval

Committee notified

or

Committee Appeals SRC Decision to BOG

Committee Addresses SRC Recommendations

BOG Reviews Appeals, Unresolved Negatives, SRC Recommendation

If BOG Approves

or

If BOG Does Not Approve Committee Must Revise to Address Objections

If ANS Candidate - Submit to ANSI with BSR 9 Form for approval